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Abstract. The article considers the issue of increasing the investment
attractiveness for the developer of massive construction of economy
class housing by possible coverage of costs and formation of
satisfactory financial results. The application of mathematical
apparatus of the derivation of linear function and margin analysis
allowed us to determine that in practice the developer companies solve
the problem of low profitability of the economy class housing at the
expense of more expensive comfort class housing objects,
manipulating with the distribution of fixed costs. As a result, the
possibility of covering the general management costs of the developer
from one meter of housing of any class is equalized. The solution to
the problem is seen in the creation of a database of standard economy
class housing projects with the mandatory allocation of variable and
constant construction costs for each type of facility per square meter
of the completed housing. Such data will allow construction
companies to take full advantage of the opportunities of margin
analysis, including determining the lower limit of the price of a square
meter, breakeven output and the financial result of both a single object
(margin revenue of an object) and the organization as a whole for the
reporting period. However, the market approach only will not solve
this issue: the state support through the financing of the governmental
programs will provide affordable housing for citizens.

1 Introduction
The right of every citizen to housing enshrined in Article 7 of the Constitution of the Russian
Federation cannot be provided by the "invisible hand" of the market. Mortgage was not a panacea:
its rapid introduction in the mid-2000s led to an equally rapid rise in housing prices and the
enslavement of hundreds of thousands of families in long-term debt slavery, which threatens with
poverty and loss of a roof over one’s head at any time at the next economic crisis, that is
accompanied by higher rates and the fall in real incomes of citizens (carried out for the sake of the
overpowering "good" goal of the inflation targeting). Understanding this has led to the creation of
a number of governmental programs and subprograms aimed at solving the issue of providing
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affordable housing. The peculiarity of these programs is their target nature and the development
of performance indicators that regulate the achievement of goals.
The trend to reduction of the key targets for the implementation of governmental programs
also touched upon the program aimed at providing affordable housing for the Russian citizens.
The reduction, in particular, affected those indicators that are contained in the Decree of the
President of the Russian Federation of May 7, 2012 No. 600, namely: "Decrease in the cost of one
square meter of housing by 20 % by increasing the volume of commissioning of the economy
class housing”, and "Providing affordable and comfortable housing for 60 % of the Russian
families, who want to improve their living conditions". Such a situation challenges not brilliant
results of the implementation of this governmental program.
It was shown in the Consolidated annual report on the implementation and evaluation of
the effectiveness of the governmental programs of the Russian Federation [1] that within the
framework of the state program "Provision of affordable and comfortable housing and
communal services for citizens of the Russian Federation", the actual volume of housing
construction in 2016 amounted to 79.8 million square meters, including 39.9 million square
meters of the economy class housing. As a result, the actual value of the indicator decreased
by 6.4% compared to 2015 (from 85.3 to 79.8 million square meters). The number of housing
units put into operation in 2016 amounted to 1,156 thousand units, which is 3.4% less than
in 2015. This is due to the crisis in the economy of the country, which caused a general
decrease in the investment expenses of construction companies.
Implementation of the governmental program to provide affordable and comfortable
housing directly depends on the capabilities and interest of developers to perform economy
class housing. This interest is determined primarily by a clear interpretation of the parameters
of such housing, as well as the possibility of optimizing costs at all stages of the construction.
A preliminary analysis of the existing official and semi-official definitions of the economy
class housing, and the dynamics of key indicators related to the possibility of increasing
housing affordability, will show the current trends in this sector of the economy.

2 Dynamics of the main indicators of housing affordability
In Figures 1 and 2 we have summarized the rate of change in the indicators of price and housing
commissioning, the volume of mortgage loans and the welfare of people over the past 12 years in
the Russian Federation and the Irkutsk region. The data of the State Committee on Statistics of
the Russian Federation have been used. During this period, our country experienced two crisis
moments: the global crisis of 2008, which affected the economic situation in 2009, and the default
of the ruble at the end of 2014, which had its consequences in 2015.
Figures 1 and 2 present a graphical demonstration of trends in housing construction,
housing prices and mortgage loans during a period of rapid development of mortgage, crisis
and post-crisis period in Russia and the Irkutsk region. The graphs show a noticeable
correlation of the increase in mortgage volumes and the rate of growth in housing prices.
Correlation with the introduction of housing is much less noticeable and manifests itself with
some time lag.
The rate of increase in housing commissioning throughout the country has a stable growth
trend of 4-6%. Rapid development of the mortgage (from 2005 to 2007) led to a jump in the
growth of housing commissioning by 16 and 21% in the pre-crisis period. However, the postcrisis period led to a drop in housing commissioning below the level of 2007. In 2011 and
2012, the growth rate was restored to the level of 6.7 and 4.7% per year. The Irkutsk region
shows much more contrasting trends: the growth rates of housing construction fluctuated at
a higher level than in the Russian Federation: from 9 to 26%, the introduction of mortgages
led to an explosive growth in commissioning by 73% in the pre-crisis 2007, reached the pre-
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crisis level, and the rate of growth remained at the level of 1-4%. 2011 and 2012 show the
growth rate of housing 3-4 times higher than in the country as a whole.

Fig. 1. The growth rate of housing commissioning, housing prices and the volume of mortgage loans
issued in the Russian Federation (calculated and built by the authors based on the state statistics).

Fig. 2. The growth rate of housing commissioning, housing prices and the volume of mortgage loans
issued in the Irkutsk region (calculated and built by the authors based on the state statistics.

In 2013-2014, in Russia, there was an increase in housing commissioning. A maximum
after the mortgage boom of 2005-2006 was observed in 2014 (+19.4%); the fall of the ruble
and the sharp rise of the interest rates on loans led to a reduction in commissioning in 2016
by 6.5%. For regions, in particular for the Irkutsk region, the consequences were more
radical: already in 2014 housing commissioning fell by 27%, the reasons were not only in
the low purchasing power of the population and the jump in lending rates in November (about
50% of housing in the Irkutsk region is commissioned by the end of the fourth quarter), but
also ones of local importance - the lack of land, poor pre-design preparation, underdeveloped
infrastructure and problems in the commissioning of the housing [2, pp. 12-13]. In 2015,
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unfinished facilities were commissioned, but macroeconomic problems remained, and 2016
showed a decline of 8.5%, coinciding with the all-Russian trend.
The number of apartments built does not decrease, but their area significantly diminished.
"One-room apartments ranging from 22 to 25 square meters worth up to 1 million rubles,
750-850 thousand rubles, located in remote areas of the city are in demand. This is so-called
"first" housing, which is acquired by young families, students, people moving from small
towns and not having the means to purchase an apartment of a larger area in the center of the
city "[3, p. 942]. "Having a small but own apartment gives a certain freedom to a young
family, but for a long time it will be forced to exist in a small area with all the ensuing
consequences - crowding, lack of space for children and adults, the inability to use modern
household appliances because of the limited size of the apartment, lack of privacy, etc. The
results are the growth of discontent with living conditions, divorces, and the formation of
feelings of injustice" [3, p. 942]. Construction companies that were able to refocus on the
primary construction of small one-room apartments and follow the changed opportunities of
the Russians citizens managed to benefit, despite the fact that the segment of the economy
class housing is low-profitable for builders, as profit is formed in the segment of comfort
class. "This situation is typical not only for some regions, but also for Russia as a whole. ...
There is a danger that in 15-20 years we will face a situation when the secondary housing
market will be full of small-sized and morally obsolete housing "[4, p. 49].
The trend of changes in the volume of the issued mortgage loans most vividly correlates
with the crisis events in the economy: in Russia as a whole, and in the Irkutsk region, the
volume of mortgage loans fell in 2009 by about three quarters, and in 2015 – by a third from
previous periods. "So, the volume of loans issued by the end of 2013 more than doubled
compared to the beginning of 2008, namely in 2.06. At the same time, based on the analysis,
we can say that demand began to grow only since the beginning of 2011, which is connected
with the financial crisis of 2008" [5, p. 30].
"The mortgage market in the first half of 2016 grew by 44%, but did not reach the volume
of 2014. High growth rates are explained by the effect of a low base (in the first half of 2015,
the volume of mortgage loans fell by 40% as compared to the first half of the year 2014), and
support from the subsidy program (40% of the total volume of mortgage loans - 145 thousand
loans worth 262 billion rubles" [6, p. 948].
The statistics cited confirm that housing construction, as the main factor in the growth of
housing provision in the country and in the regions, is currently in bad times, and therefore,
needs to be stimulated by both investors and the federal and regional government. The
problem of housing provision, in our opinion, cannot be solved without active state
intervention.
A perfect market (perfect competition) cannot provide all citizens with housing by their
methodological nature, and such a market does not exist. The modern market contains a
number of imperfections, which studies modern economic science and which inevitably,
since the time of J. Keynes, comes to the conclusion that it is necessary to overcome
imperfections of the market with the help of the state [7].

3 Calculation of the function of the cost behavior for building a
square meter of housing
Territorial development of the city due to the construction of micro-districts of the economy
class on its outskirts is a widespread process in Russia in general, and in Irkutsk in particular.
Affordable housing in these new buildings provides the possibility of implementing
resettlement programs from dilapidated and emergency housing, the consequences of natural
disasters, relocation from areas equivalent to the Far North. Due to what factors the decline
in prices for housing of this class is provided?
4
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First of all, we have to determine what kind of housing is considered to be an economy
class one: contracts for the acquisition of which per 1 sq. m. of the total area of such
residential premises does not exceed the minimum of 35 thousand rubles or 80% of the
market value of 1 sq. m. of total area. In accordance with the order of the Ministry of Regional
Development "On approval of methodological guidelines for determining the characteristics
of the economy class housing" the size of an individual house should not exceed 150 m2, and
the area of apartments is limited to 126 m2. One-room apartment can be recognized as the
economy class housing, if its size is limited to 28-45 m2, two-room apartment - 44-60 m2.
The minimum area of the room (14 m2) and the kitchen (5 m2) has been established [8, 250].
Many studies have been devoted to this type of housing, both in legal and technological
aspects [9, 10, 11].
We believe that we should pay attention to the structure and function of the cost behavior
for such objects. To do this, let us consider a structural analysis of the cost of the companydeveloper on the example of the two objects - "Nizhniaia Lisikha" and "Lugovoie".
"Nizhniaia Lisikha" is a multi-apartment nineteen-store residential building with built-in nonresidential premises and an underground parking lot, located in Oktyabrsky district of Irkutsk
on Baikalskaia Street, belongs to the category of comfortable housing. The technology of the
structure – it is monolithic reinforced concrete. The time frame for the construction of the
project "Nizhniaia Lisikha" was from February 2016 to November 2017, the planned cost of
the construction was 1,128,000 thousand rubles.
The project "Lugovoie" belongs to the category of economy class housing, it provides for
the construction of 9 six-store multi-apartment residential buildings in the working village of
Markovo of the Markovsky municipality of the Irkutsk region with construction dates from
March 2015 to December 2016. Technologically it is masonry autoclaved aerated concrete
blocks. The planned construction cost is 573,000 thousand rubles.
Structural analysis has shown that the largest share in the total amount of costs is taken
by direct costs for (costs for production) - 81.26%, where 52.99% - for materials, 27.44% costs for subcontracting and production services, 13.92% - transportation services, 5.65% wages of workers. Preparatory expenses were 7.24%, where 90.50% - expenses for the
project, 7.79% - expenses for registration of land for construction, 1.70% - design costs.
Preparatory costs are very specific for the construction, and they are at the level of almost
1/10 of the total costs.
Let us construct the equation of the cost behavior using the method of the higher and
lower points. The coefficients of the cost equation 𝑦 = 𝑎 + 𝑏 ∙ 𝑥 are defined as follow:

𝑏=

𝑦 𝑚𝑎𝑥 −𝑦 𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑥 𝑚𝑎𝑥 −𝑥 𝑚𝑖𝑛

,

𝑎 = 𝑦 𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑏 ∙ 𝑥 𝑚𝑎𝑥 ,
𝑎 = 𝑦 𝑚𝑖𝑛 − 𝑏𝑥 𝑚𝑖𝑛 ,

(1)
(2)

(3)

where a - constant costs for the period; b - specific variable costs per unit of volume. The
method of the highest and lowest point allows us to divide costs into constants and variables
from the data of the dynamic series. We had quarterly data on the total costs and volumes of
construction work for the objects under consideration (Tables 1-2).

Table 1. The scope of construction works and costs for the object "Nizhniaia Lisikha".
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1 quarter

2 quarter

3 quarter

4 quarter

Total,
2016

391.89

877.60

1 838.00

1 010.07

4 117.56

24 297.18

54 411.2

113 956

62 624.34

255 288.72

25413.51

28865.55

87878.22

15660.06

157817.3

As a result, the cost function for the "Nizhniaia Lisikha" object looks like this:
𝑦 = 8485,82 + 43,195 ∙ х,

(4)

where: у – total cost; x - the volume of completed construction work in m2, or
𝑦 = 8485,82 + 0,6967 ∙ 𝑥,

(5)

у – total cost; х - revenue, thousand rubles.
If we consider the obtained equations (4) and (5) in terms of the variables (x, y), then the
point of intersection of the lines with the ordinate axis for zero volume shows the magnitude
of fixed expenses for the quarter (8485.82 thousand rubles), and the coefficients 43.195
thousand rubles and 0.6967 thousand rubles show the value of variable costs per 1 m2 and
per 1 thousand rubles of revenue.
Similarly, we will calculate the cost equation for “Lugovoie”, using the data in Table 2.
Table 2. The scope of construction works and costs for the object “Lugovoie” .

"Lugovoie”
The scope of work
(m2), 2016
Revenue (62
thousand rubles per 1
m2)
Total costs,
thousand rubles

1 quarter

2 quarter

3 quarter

4 quarter

Total, 2016

1 748,07

2 839,09

3 853,05

3 532,64

11 972,86

67 475,5

109588,87

148 727,73

136 359,9

462152,40

19726,02

31959,33

54817,06

18607,74

136 600,8

As a result, the cost function for the "Lugovoie” object looks like this:
𝑦 = −9415,16 + 16,67 ∙ 𝑥,

(6)

where: у – total cost; x - the volume of completed construction work in m2, or
𝑦 = −9415,16 + 0,4319 ∙ 𝑥,

(7)

у – total cost; х - revenue, thousand rubles.
If we consider equations (6), (7) in terms of the variables (x, y), then the point of
intersection of the lines with the ordinate axis for zero volume shows the magnitude of fixed
costs for the quarter (-9415.16 thousand rubles), and the coefficients b = 16.67 thousand
rubles and b = 0.4319 thousand rubles show the value of variable costs per 1 m2 and per
thousand rubles of revenue.
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In the cost equation, negative fixed costs are explained by the fact that there is a hidden
process of covering the fixed costs of “Lugovoie” at the expense of the more expensive
"Nizhniaia Lisikha". In practice, this is quite realistic, because how to build a housing of the
economy class? To return constant costs from other construction sites.
"Initially, the segment of the economy class housing is low-profitable for builders; profit
is formed in the segment of business class. But statistics show that the economy class housing
is the most in demand on the housing market" [13, p. 97]. We believe that the low profitability
of the economy class housing is compensated by its volumes; construction organizations can
win, first, on the effect of scale, and secondly, to cover their constant costs by selling more
expensive facilities, which our calculations confirmed.
The simplicity and accessibility of the method of higher and lower points is the reason
for its wide application. However, a significant disadvantage of this method is the fact that
its reliability entirely depends on the choice of points; in this case, it is necessary to exclude
random, uncharacteristic points from the calculation. Applying this method of allocating
costs to the variable and constant parts, one can get fairly early enough preliminary data,
primarily for conducting a margin analysis, which, if necessary, can be cross-checked and
refined.
Marginal analysis of the cost of housing of various classes for the same developer is the
most obvious method of opening reserves of investors’ interests in the implementation of
governmental programs to ensure the availability of housing for the population of the Russian
Federation.
We conducted a marginal analysis of revenues and costs per square meter of housing
construction of the economy and comfort class facilities, sharing costs directly by their
economic nature.
To conduct a margin analysis, one must modify the initial cost classification of the
company, referring costs to those that have a variable or permanent nature.
1. Variable costs:
Direct costs:
− materials;
− transport services;
− subcontracting and production services;
− workers' wages and taxes;
Variable manufacturing production overhead (MPO):
−
wages of workers (contributions to extra-budgetary funds);
−
maintenance of workers (overalls, means of protection, food).
2. Fixed costs:
Fixed manufacturing production overhead:
−
electricity;
−
other communal services;
−
safeguarding land, buildings, premises;
−
repair, maintenance and operation of machinery and equipment;
−
salary of maintenance staff;
−
salaries of maintenance staff (contributions to extra-budgetary funds);
−
maintenance of staff;
−
property tax and transport tax;
Preparatory costs;
General management costs;
Commercial costs.
In the calculations, we deliberately do not include general management and commercial
costs of the organization as a whole, since they are covered by the object profit margin (the
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difference between the profit margins of the object and the fixed costs that are linked to the
object) [14].
The results of the calculation are presented in Table 3.
Table 3. The incomes and expenses of the developer per 1 m2 of housing, rubles.

Object

Average
price

Variable
costs

Marginal
revenue

Fixed costs
of the
objects

Marginal revenue
on the object

62 000

31 278

30 722

4 060

26 662

38 600

10 510

28 090

581

27509

"Nizhniaia
Lisikha"
“Lugovoie
”

As a result of direct counting, variable costs per 1 m2 for both objects turned out to be
less than those deduced mathematically (the conditionally constant nature of costs is
perceived by the mathematical apparatus as variable), but the assumption has been confirmed
that fixed costs are attributed to more expensive objects: fixed costs of 1m2 of "Nizhniaia
Lisikha" happened to be seven times higher than the same expenses of "Lugovoie"! In this
way, the construction company receives approximately equal amount of marginal revenue
per square meter of an object of any class.

4 Conclusion
The problem of ensuring the availability of housing cannot be solved without a clear vision
of the parameters of economy class housing, technology of its construction and economic
justification of costs, which can make attractive investments in the construction of housing
of this class.
We agree with the authors who outline the following factors for reducing the cost of
housing construction: public funding at the design level and creation of the municipal
infrastructure base [15, p. 23]; the use of standard (re-applied) projects to reduce the cost of
construction at the design stage [4, P. 56]; the use of cheap building technologies, widely
used in the global practice [10, p. 170].
We believe that a clear definition of parameters of such housing and the creation of a
database of standard projects, including, inter alia, the values of basic variables and fixed
costs per 1 m2 of the facility will allow potential developers, for a short number of iterations,
to determine the breakeven volume of housing construction, the amount of coverage of their
management expenses, and possible profit from the sale of potential objects.
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